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Multi-view Multi-instance Multi-label Active
Learning

Guoxian Yu, Yuying Xing, Jun Wang, Carlotta Domeniconi, Xiangliang Zhang

Abstract—Multi-view multi-instance multi-label learning
(M3L) is a framework for modeling complex objects. In this
framework, each object (or bag) contains one or more instances,
is represented with different feature views, and simultaneously
annotated with a set of non-exclusive semantic labels. Given the
multiplicity of the studied objects, traditional M3L methods
generally demand a large number of labeled bags to train a
predictive model to annotate bags (or instances) with semantic
labels. However, annotating sufficient bags is very expensive and
often impractical. In this paper, we present an Active learning
based M3L approach (M3AL) to reduce the labeling costs of
bags and to improve the performance as much as possible.
M3AL firstly adapts the multi-view self-representation learning
to evacuate the shared and individual information of bags
and to learn the shared/individual similarities between bags
across/within views. Next, to avoid scrutinizing all the possible
labels, M3AL introduces a new query strategy that leverages
the shared and individual information, and the diverse instance
distribution of bags across views, to select the most informative
bag-label pair for query. Experimental studies on benchmark
datasets show that M3AL can significantly reduce the query
costs while achieve a better performance than other related
competitive methods at the same cost.

Index Terms—Multi-view learning, multi-instance multi-label
learning, active learning, commonality and individuality

I. INTRODUCTION

As a framework for modeling complex objects, Multi-
view Multi-instance Multi-label Learning (M3L) has attracted
increasing interest in various applications [1], [2], [3], such
as video annotation [4] and functional genomics [5], [6], [7].
In M3L, each object (or bag) contains one or more instances,
is represented with different feature views, and is annotated
with a set of non-exclusive semantic labels. For example, a
video can be represented by the text view and image view,
while each view contains multiple instances (i.e., persons and
utterances), and is annotated with multiple labels, such as gate,
grassland, football and so on. M3L aims to map multiple input
feature views of bags onto the label space, and to identify the
labels of a bag and/or its affiliated instances.
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Traditional M3L approaches generally require sufficient
labeled M3 bags to train the model, given the multiplicity
of M3 objects and the exponential power set of label groups
for these objects. Unfortunately, collecting sufficient annotated
bags is very expensive and even impractical. On the other
hand, with the wide application of Internet of Things, it is easy
to collect a large number of unlabeled M3 objects. However,
existing M3L solutions [1], [8], [9], [2] cannot make full use
of these unlabeled objects. One remedy is to incorporate active
learning [10], [11], which tries to maximize the performance
of a predictor by querying the most informative, and as few as
possible, unlabeled objects or object-label pairs. Early studies
of active learning mainly focus on the querying of objects
with single view representation and concept labels, which can
not be directly applied to the settings of multi-view, multi-
instance, or multi-label data. In recent years, several active
learning methods [12], [13], [14], [15] have been proposed to
reduce the query costs of learning on single-view multi-instance
multi-label (MIML) objects and on single-instance multi-view
multi-label (MVML) objects. Some other approaches focus
on querying the bag-label pairs to reduce the cost of scrutiny
all possible labels of multi-label objects [16], [17]. However,
in real-world applications, a complicated object can often be
represented with different feature views and contains more than
one instance. As a result, it is more difficult to explore active
learning on M3 objects than on MIML and MVML objects.

Fig. 1 gives an example of how active learning can be
used for the drug activity investigation and design. A drug
(bag) is composed of many compounds (instances); when the
drug enters into different organs (different feature views),
its compounds can bind to different proteins and produce
different re-activities, and that consequently results in different
remedies and side effects. Considering the specific and common
characteristics of these organs, the to-be-verified drug-reactivity
pairs should not only focus on those shared by different organs,
but also on pairs specific to individual organs. These pairs can
be prioritized to biomedical experts for directional investigation
and the obtained responses can improve the prediction as much
as possible.

From this example, we summarize the challenges of active
learning on M3 objects. Challenge 1: Each individual view
may have its own most informative bags or bag-label pairs due
to the heterogeneous feature views and distributions, and it
is difficult to select the consensus most informative bag-label
pairs across views for query. Challenge 2: Since single-view
data may not credibly evaluate the informativeness of bags,
how to leverage the shared and individual information of multi-
view data for credible evaluation is a non-trivial job. Challenge
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Fig. 1. An example of multi-view multi-instance multi-label active learning. The representation of drug compounds (instances) in each organ can be viewed
as one view, and each drug is associated with multiple re-activities (i.e., labels). To mine the common and tissue-specific characteristics of liver, lung and
stomach, M3AL explores the shared and individual information of drugs across these organs (views), and the diverse compound distributions of drugs across
views to select the most informative drug-reactivity pair for query.

3: Unlike the single-instance active learning, how to leverage
the associations between bags and instances, as well as the
diverse instance distributions of bags across multiple views for
informative query selection still lacks a principle way.

To address these challenges, we introduce a Multi-view
Multi-instance Multi-label Active Learning (M3AL) approach.
Fig. 1 illustrates the main idea of the proposed M3AL. M3AL
firstly adapts the multi-view self-representation learning [18]
to evacuate the shared and individual information of bags
and to learn the global/individual similarity matrices between
bags across/within views (for Challenge 2). To enhance the
evacuated shared information, it additionally defines a multi-
view manifold regularization term based on the Hausdorff
distance between bags and shared information matrix to explore
the global similarity between bags. Next, M3AL introduces a
new bag-label pair query strategy to avoid scrutinizing all the
labels for a bag and to reduce the query cost. This strategy can
leverage the shared and individual information of multiple
data views to select the most informative and consensus
bag-label pairs (for Challenge 1). Particularly, the consensus
informative bag-label pair is jointly quantified based on the
uncertainty of bag-label pairs using the evacuated common
and individual information matrices, label correlations and the
instance distribution across multiple views (for Challenge 1
and 3), respectively.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We study a novel active learning setting, active learning
on multi-view multi-instance multi-label objects, to
reduce the labeling costs of the complex and challenging
M3 objects, which has its distinctive challenges and
applications. The proposed M3AL can work on M3
objects without instance-level labels.

2) M3AL introduces a new bag-label pair selection criterion
that evacuates and leverages the individual and shared

information of bags across multiple views, label correla-
tions and diverse instance distributions of the respective
bags in different views, to select the informative bag-label
pairs for query.

3) Experimental study shows that our M3AL outperforms
existing active learning solutions [13], [12], [14], [15],
[19], [20] on benchmark datasets, and it also confirms
the advantage of the proposed bag-label pair selection
criterion to existing criteria proposed for single-view
MIML objects and single-instance MVML objects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews the related work of active learning for MIML and
MVML objects; Section III elaborates on the proposed M3AL.
The experimental results and analysis are reported in Section
IV, and Section V concludes the work and future pursues.

II. RELATED WORKS

Active learning [21], as an important branch of machine
learning, aims to query unlabeled objects as few as possible
while improve the performance as much as possible. Under this
promise, the key task is to design the query strategy to select the
most informative object or object-label pair for query. Diverse
criteria have been introduced for the query selection, such as
diversity, density, uncertainty, and so on. Traditional active
learning strategies focus on objects represented with single
feature view, annotated with single labels [22]. The query of
object-label pair proves to be an effective and efficient strategy
in multi-label active learning, since the scrutiny of all possible
labels of a multi-label object is too time consuming and the
labels are inter-dependent [16], [17]. Given that, M3AL selects
the most informative bag-label pairs for query.

Compared with the heavy study of active learning on single-
instance multi-label (or multi-class) objects [23], [17], [24],
[25], active learning on single-view MIML objects and single-
instance MVML objects is less explored, and not to mention
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active learning on M3 objects. That is due to a non-exclusive
subset of labels should be reliably queried (multi-label), the
unknown instance-level labels and the variety associations
between bags and instances (multi-instance), or the complicated
inter-relationships between bags across views (multi-view).
In the following two subsections, we give a brief review of
approaches for active learning in conjunction with MIML or
MVML objects, and then we elaborate on how active learning
on M3 objects differs.

A. Active Learning with MIML

Given the widely witnessed MIML objects, several approach-
es [14], [15], [12], [13] have been proposed to reduce the query
costs of active learning on MIML objects at the bag level or
the more granular instance level. Retz et al. [13] combined
MIMLSVM [26] with the k-Medoids clustering algorithm
by transforming multiple instances into a single-instance
representation, and then they selected the most informative
bags for query. To reduce the query cost of MIML, Huang et
al. [12] proposed an active learning approach called MIML-
AL, which targets to select the most valuable bag-label pairs
by exploiting diversity and uncertainty in both the input
and output spaces, and acquires more precise instance-label
relation from the oracle without additional cost. Inspired by
the observation that one can annotate a bag-label pair via
annotating the responsible instances of the target bag, Chen
et al. [14] presented a novel two-stage cost-effective multi-
label active learning framework called CMAL. CMAL firstly
selects the most uncertain bag-label pair by leveraging label
correlation and label space sparsity of bags; then it queries
the most plausible positive instance-label pair (estimated by an
instance-level classifier) of the selected bag-label pair to reduce
the labeling costs. Yu et al. [27] extended CMAL by further
incorporating the representativeness of bags to select more
informative bag-label pairs. Carboneau et al. [15] introduced
two strategies (Aggregated Information, AGIN; Clustering-
Based Aggregative Sampling, C-BAS) for multiple instance
active learning in instance classification problems. AGIN selects
the most informative bags for query, whose informativeness
is aggregated from its classifier uncertain instances. C-BAS
applies the divisive hierarchical clustering to group instances,
and then it queries the bag by considering bag labels and the
proportion of labels that remains to be discovered in clusters.

These active learning solutions all aim to reduce the query
costs in a single-view setting. Some of them [13], [15] have
to scrutinize the selected bag with respect to all the labels,
which result in unnecessary cost, given the label sparsity and
correlations of multi-label data. In addition, for many real-world
applications, MIML objects are often encoded with different
feature views. Since individual views may have different
distributions, each view has its own most informative bags
or bag-label pairs. So how to judge the most informative bags
across views is still unclear.

B. Active Learning with MVML

Several multi-view multi-label active learning approaches
have been suggested to select the most uncertain objects

and labels across multiple views for query. Wang and Zhou
[28] firstly characterized the object complexity of multi-view
active learning; they integrated multi-view active learning
with semi-supervised learning to reduce the object complexity.
Other multi-view active learning approaches [19], [13] aim to
reduce the query costs of multi-view objects by integrating the
uncertainty of objects, and labels shared by multiple views and
specific to each view, through different fusion strategies. Zhang
et al. [20] used the expected entropy and a new variance-based
strategy to measure the generalization error of each sample-
label pair rated by multiple views and by each specific view,
and then combined those two measured errors to select the
informative sample-label pairs for query.

Despite these progresses, the aforementioned active learning
with MVML solutions still can not account for objects with
various instances, which provide additional hints on how to
select the bag for query and reduce the query cost on complex
bags. Furthermore, these active learning solutions still do
not make good use of shared and individual information of
multiple data views, which are essential for effective multi-
view data mining [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. In this paper,
we study active learning in a more general setting, where
each object is represented with different feature views and
includes diverse instances per view. Our proposed M3AL can
not only mine the shared and individual information of multi-
view data to select the most informative bag-label pairs, but
also consider the diverse instance distributions of bags across
multiple views. M3AL achieves a better performance with a
lower query cost than the state-of-the-art solutions on public
MVML/MIML/M3L datasets.

III. THE PROPOSED M3AL
A. Problem Formulation

Suppose n bags are represented by V feature views, and
Dv

l = {(X v
1 ,Y1), (X v

2 ,Y2), · · · , (X v
l ,Yl)} represents l la-

beled bags in the v-th view. The i-th bag in the v-th view
has mv

i ≥ 1 instances, i.e., X v
i = {xv

i,1,x
v
i,2, · · · ,xv

i,mv
i
}(1 ≤

v ≤ V ) where xv ∈ Rdv (v = 1, 2, · · · , V ) is the feature
space of instances in the v-th view. Yi ∈ Rq and yk ∈ Rq

store the known labels of X v
i and instances xk, respectively.

Yic = 1 if X v
i is annotated with the c-th label; Yic = −1

otherwise. yk follows the same protocol to encode the labels of
instances. All bags (instances) belong to the same label space.
Suppose Dv

u = {X v
l+1, · · · ,X v

l+u} collects unlabeled bags of
the v-th view. M3AL aims to select the most informative
bag-label pairs by simultaneously considering the shared and
individual information across multiple views, and the diverse
instance distributions of bags in different views for query,
whose responses (positive or negative pairs) can improve the
predictor as much as possible. In the following subsections,
we elaborate on how M3AL makes it.

B. Extracting the Shared and Individual Information

Single-view multi-instance active learning mainly focuses
on the intra-relation between bags within the same view.
In contrast, multi-view multi-instance active learning should
account for the inter-relation between bags across views. On
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the one hand, due to the heterogeneous feature views, there may
be inconsistencies between the selected informative bag-label
pairs across views. On the other hand, since each view partially
represents objects from different perspectives, the selected
bag-label pairs derived from a single view may be not so
reliable. In other words, both the individuality and commonality
information of multi-view data should be accounted for active
learning on multi-view data. To make this, M3AL firstly
extends the multi-view self-representation learning [34], [18]
to extract the individuality and commonality of multi-view
bags as follows:

Θ({Pv}Vv=1,S) = min
1

V

V∑
v=1

||Xv − (S + Pv)Xv||2F

+λ1Φ1({Pv}Vv=1) + λ2Φ2(S)

(1)

where Xv ∈ Rn×dv is the feature data matrix of n bags in
the v-th view. Since an M3 object can include more than one
instance, we firstly use the canonical approach adopted in [35]
to transform multiple instance feature vectors of a bag (X v

i )
into a single feature vector of this bag (Xv

i ). Particularly, the
instances of bags are first divided into groups by clustering,
and then the constructive clustering based ensemble is utilized
to represent the bag as a single feature vector based on the
clustering results. This representation can give the same feature
size of bags across views. The first term of Eq. (1) is to
capture the shared and individual feature information of bags
across views. The second term is to enforce the difference
among individuality encoding matrices ({Pv}Vv=1 ∈ Rn×n),
and the third term is to pursue the commonality encoding
matrix (S ∈ Rn×n) across views.

To extract the individuality of each view, we choose the
widely used Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)
[36] to quantify the linear and nonlinear inter-dependency
between Pv and Pv′ (v 6= v′). HSIC computes the squared
norm of the cross-covariance operator over Pv and Pv′ in the
Hilbert Kernel space to estimate the dependency. The empirical
HSIC does not have to explicitly compute the joint distribution
of Pv and Pv′ , it is given by

HSIC(Pv,Pv′) = (n− 1)−2tr(KvLKv′L) (2)

where Kv ∈ Rn×n and Kv′ ∈ Rn×n are used to measure the
kernel induced similarity between vectors of Pv and of Pv′ ,
respectively. In this paper, we use the inner product kernel
to specify Kv = (Pv)TPv(∀v ∈ {1, 2, · · · , V }). L(i, j) =
δij − 1/n is the centering matrix in the kernel space, δij = 1
if i = j; δij = 0 otherwise. To reduce the redundancy between
different {Pv}Vv=1, we minimize the overall HSIC on V views
as:

Φ1({Pv}Vv=1) =
∑V

v=1,v 6=v′
HSIC(Pv,Pv′)

=

V∑
v=1

tr(PvK̃v(Pv)T )

s.t. K̃v = (n− 1)−2
∑V

v′=1,v′ 6=v
LKv′L

(3)

Both the inter(intra)-relation between bags and those between
instances of a bag can be used to improve the performance

of M3L [37], [3]. To mine more shared information, the third
term in Eq. (1) enforces the consistency among different views.
For this purpose, we first quantify the similarity between bags
within each view based on the widely used average Hausdorff
distance [13], [37] as follows:

Hv(i, j) =

∑
xv
a∈Xv

i
minxv

b∈X
v
j
d(xv

a,x
v
b )

|X v
i |+ |X v

j |

+

∑
xv
b∈X

v
j
minxv

a∈Xv
i
d(xv

a,x
v
b )

|X v
i |+ |X v

j |

(4)

where d(xv
a,x

v
b ) represents the Euclidean distance between

two instances (xv
a and xv

b ) of two bags. The average Hausdorff
distance takes into accounts more geometric relations between
instances of two bags than the minimum and maximum
Hausdorff distances [38], [37]. Other distance metrics can
also be used here. Unlike the Euclidean distance for single-
instance representation, the Hausdorff distance is canonically
used for multi-instance learning, it considers the instance
composition for respective bags. Hausdorff distance can also
reduce the information loss caused by the representation
transformation of original bags. In fact, Retz et al. [13] had
also shown the advantage of Hausdorff distance for measuring
the similarity between bags. Then, we define the Gaussian
heat kernel Rv(i, j) = exp(−Hv(i, j)/σ2

v) to quantify the
similarity between bags, and σv is set to the average of Hv.
Next, we build a manifold regularization-based term [39] over
all views to extract the commonality information matrix as
follows:

Φ2(S) =

V∑
v=1

‖S(i, ·)− S(j, ·)‖Rv(i, j)

= tr(S(
1

V

V∑
v=1

(Dv −Rv)ST )

(5)

where Dv is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to
respective row sum of Rv . Since S is shared across V views
and regularized by the geometric distributions of bags and
instances therein per view, minimizing Φ2(S) can strengthen
the shared information evacuation from multiple views.

To this end, Eq. (1) can be reformulated as follows:

Θ({Pv}Vv=1,S) = min
1

V

V∑
v=1

||Xv − (S + Pv)Xv||2F

+λ1

V∑
v=1

tr(PvK̃v(Pv)T )

+
λ2

V
tr(S

V∑
v=1

(Dv −Rv)ST

(6)

S and {Pv}Vv=1 can be viewed as the global similarity between
bags across multiple data views, and as the individual similarity
matrices between bags within each view, respectively. Unlike
the previous multi-view self-representation learning that either
focus on commonality [34], or more on individuality without
a concrete use of data manifolds from multiple views [18],
our multi-view self-representation learning keeps a balance of
them.
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The detailed optimization of S and Pv , and the convergence
proof this optimization are given in the Supplementary file.
Both S and Pv will be used to select the most informative
bag-label pairs for query in the next subsection.

C. Selecting Informative Bag-Label Pair across Views

Unlike single-label (or multi-class) active learning, multi-
label active learning requires the oracle to scrutinize all the
possible label subsets, and then to annotate all the relevant
labels to the object. This exhaustive scrutiny is too expensive
and ultimately impossible. It is recognized that query bag-label
pair, instead of labels or bags only, can reduce the query cost
and also boost the performance [16], [12], [14]. To select the
most informative bag-label pairs across multiple views in M3L
scenario, we advocate to quantify the unified informativeness
of a bag-label pair < i, c > by leveraging the shared and
individual information, and the instance distributions of the
i-th bag across views as follows:

Q(i, c) =DB(i) ∗ (Ub(Ŝ, i, c) + α
1

V

V∑
v=1

Ub(P̂
v, i, c)),

(1 ≤ i ≤ u, 1 ≤ c ≤ q)
(7)

where Ub(Ŝ, i, c) represents the shared informativeness of the
bag-label pair < i, c > from multiple views, and Ub(P̂

v, i, c)
represents the individual informativeness of this pair from
the v-th view. α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to balance the
importance of these two types of informativeness. DB(i) is
used to quantify the diversity of the i-th bag by capturing its
instance distributions in different views. Previous multi-view
self-representation learning based solutions directly use S and
{Pv}Vv=1 for follow-up learning tasks [29], [18], [32]. Here,
to reduce the data fidelity when selecting bag-label pairs, we
take Ŝ = 1

V

∑V
v=1 X

vS and P̂v = XvPv as the input features
to leverage the commonality and individuality of bags across
views for selecting bag-label pairs.

We want to remark that although the first two informativeness
of the bag-label pair have the same formulation, they account
for different aspects (commonality and individuality) of M3
objects. The same bag in different views may have different
numbers of instances, so the aggregated uncertainties from
instances to their originating bag can only be quantified per
view. Different from existing active learning with MIML and
with MVML, Eq. (7) simultaneously accounts for the infor-
mativeness from the instance-space, bag-space and multiple
views, whereas the former two types of active learning only
consider one or two of them. Therefore, M3AL handles a more
complicated active learning problem.

Q ∈ Ru×q stores the unified informativeness of u unlabeled
bags for q labels. We can select the most informative bag-label
pair for query as follows:

< Xi∗ , c
∗ >= max

i∈{1,··· ,u}
max

c∈{1,··· ,q}
Q(i, c) (8)

1) Uncertainty of Bag-Label Pair across Views: We adopt
the widely used uncertainty criterion to measure the informa-
tiveness of a bag-label pair, and to select the bag-label pair
with a high uncertainty. The more uncertain of a bag-label

pair, the more the pair (when queried) can reduce the model
ambiguity. We first use the labeled bags to train a bag-level
classifier, here the SVM classifier is used as an example. For
SVM, the uncertainty of a bag-label pair can be measured
by the distance between the bag and the decision boundary.
Suppose the decision boundary w.r.t. the c-th label is defined
as Fc(X) = 0, and the distance between the i-th bag and this
label is defined as |Fc(Xi)|. Next, we can convert this distance
to measure the uncertainty of a bag-label pair as follows:

Ub(Ŝ, i, c) =
1

|Fc(Ŝi)|
× (1−

∑q
k=1 Y

+(i, k)W(k, c)∑q
k=1 Y

+(i, k)
) (9)

The larger the value of 1

|Fc(Ŝi)|
is, the more uncertain the

bag-label pair is. This uncertainty measurement is widely used
as a basis to select the most uncertain objects or bag-label
pairs [15], [14]. The second term in Eq. (7) is introduced
to make use of the label correlations, which can also reduce
the query cost. For example, if c has large correlations with
other queried labels of the i-th bag, then we should give low
priority to < i, c >, since the uncertainty of < i, c > can be
reduced by these queried labels. Y+ ∈ Rn×q only encodes
the positive labels of bags. We adopt the widely used linear
kernel to convert Ŝ (P̂v) into a kernel matrix for SVM.

Since the labeled bags are too limited to reliably estimate
W(k, c), we re-estimate W(k, c) after each query to alleviate
this issue as follows:

W(k, c) =

∑l+u
i=1 I[Yi,c = +1,Yi,k = +1]∑l+u

i=1 I[Yi,k = +1]
(10)

where I[·] is an indicator function, I[·] = 1 if the condition is
met; I[·] = 0 otherwise. We want to admit that other estimations
of label correlations or dependencies [40], [12] can also be
adopted and may further boost the bag-label pair selection,
whose investigation is not the focus of this paper. Following the
same procedure as Eq. (7), we can also compute the uncertainty
of U(P̂v, i, c) from each individuality matrix.

2) The Diversity of Bags from Instances across Views: In
M3L setting, the instance distributions within a bag across
multiple views can provide supplementary information for bag
selection [15]. In other words, if all the instances of a bag have
the same distribution or labels, such bag has a lower diversity
and is less expected to be selected for query. On the other hand,
querying a bag with diverse instance distributions can greatly
reduce the uncertainty of the model, and thus may boost the
predictor. We adopt the widely used k-means clustering to
explore the instance diversity of a bag across multiple views
and to measure the instance distributions within a bag across
multiple views. Particularly, we group all unlabeled instances in
each view into C clusters, and measure the instance distribution
of a bag in the v-th view according to the instance clustering
results as follows:

DBv(i) =
1

C

C∑
c=1

βv
c (i)log(βv

c (i)) + (1− βv
c (i))log(1− βv

c (i))

log(0.5)

(11)
where βv

c (i) counts the proportion of instances in the i-th
unlabeled bag distributed in the c-th cluster of the v-th view, it
can be calculated by the ratio between the number of instances
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distributed in the c-th cluster and the number of instances of
the i-th bag in the v-th view.

The same bag in multiple views differs in affiliated instances
and instance distributions; thus, its instance cluster represen-
tations are also distinct across views. DBv(i) reflects the
diversity of the i-th bag in the v-th view. A larger DBv(i)
means the more diverse distributions of multiple instances of
a bag. We can average the diversity of the i-th bag across
multiple views and acquire the overall bag diversity as follows:

DB(i) =
1

V

V∑
v=1

DBv(i) (12)

where DB(i) aggregates instance distributions of the i-th bag
across multiple views, and a larger value of DB(i) shows
a larger diversity of the i-th bag, which can coordinate the
selection of informative bags. Our following experiments will
confirm the benefit of mining instance distributions within a
bag across multiple views.

To this end, by Eq. (7), M3AL can select the most informa-
tive bag-label pairs across multiple views by simultaneously
exploiting the shared and individual information of bags, and
the diverse instance distributions within bags across views.

Algorithm 1 M3AL: Multi-view Multi-instance Multi-label
Active Learning
Input:
Dl = {(X v

1 ,Y1), · · · , (X v
l ,Yl)}Vv=1: l labeled bags across V

views;
Du = {X v

1 , · · · ,X v
u}Vv=1: u unlabeled bags across V views;

α, λ1, λ2: input scalar parameters;
Output:

F (Ŝ,Y) and F (P̂v,Y): The bag-level predictors.
1: Optimize the shared and individual information matrices (Ŝ and

P̂v) in Eq. (1);
2: For j = 1 : u
3: Quantify the diversity of the j-th unlabeled bag via Eq. (12);
4: End For
5: For c = 1 : q
6: Train the initial bag predictors w.r.t. the c-th label using Ŝ and

P̂v , respectively.
7: For j = 1 : u
8: Quantify Ub(Ŝ, j, c) (Ub(P̂

v, j, c)) from the commonality
(individuality) data matrices via Eq. (9);

9: Compute the overall informativeness of < Xj , c > via Eq.
(7);

10: End For
11: Select the most informative bag-label pair < Xj∗ , c

∗ > via Eq.
(8);

12: Query < Xj∗ , c
∗ > from oracle;

13: Dl ← Dl∪ < Xj∗ , c
∗ >, Du ← Du− < Xj∗ , c

∗ >;
14: Update label correlation matrix W and the bag-level predictors

w.r.t. Ŝ and P̂v , respectively;
15: End For

Algorithm 1 summarizes the pseudo-code of M3AL. M3AL
first learns the shared and individual information of bags
across multiple views (i.e., S and {Pv}Vv=1) based on multi-
view self-representation learning (step 1), respectively. It then
quantifies the instance distributions of each unlabeled bag
across multiple views to measure the bag diversity via Eq. (12)
(step 3). After that, M3AL trains the initial bag predictors using

the shared and individual information of l labeled bags w.r.t.
each label, respectively (step 6). Next, it calculates the overall
uncertainty by combing the uncertainty of shared and individual
information of the bag, and its diverse instance distributions
(step 8-9). M3AL finally uses the combined uncertainty to
select the most informative bag-label pair for query (step 11-
12), updates label correlation matrix and the bag-level predictors
with obtained query responses (step 13-14).

D. Time Complexity Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the time complexity of the
proposed M3AL. Suppose there are V views, n bags, m
instances and dv features for Xv, the time complexity for
computing the average Hausdorff distance, and learning S and
{Pv}Vv=1 in each iteration are O(V n2mdv), O(V n2dv) and
O(V n2dv), respectively. Let the number of required iterations
for optimization be t1, the overall time complexity for solving
S and {Pv}Vv=1 optimization is O(2t1V n

2dv + V n2mdv).
In practice, our empirical study shows that the optimization
converges within 40 iterations on our used datasets. Suppose
t2 is the number of queries, the time complexity of our
adopted SVM [41] in the v-th view is O(qn2dv) ∼ O(qn3dv).
Besides, M3AL utilizes k-means clustering to explore the
instance diversity of a bag across multiple views. The time
complexity of this process is O(t3V Cmdv), where C and t3
are the number of clusters and iterations, respectively. Thus
the time complexity of M3AL for bag-label pairs selection is
O(t2V qn

2dv + t3V Cmdv) ∼ O(t2V qn
3dv + t3V Cmdv). To

sum up, the overall time complexity of our proposed model
is O((2t1n

2 + n2m + t2qn
2 + t3Cm)V dv) ∼ O((2t1n

2 +
n2m+t2qn

3+t3Cm)V dv). More efficient matrix factorization
techniques [42] can be adopted here to speedup M3AL on large
multi-view datasets. Due to the sparsity of multi-view data, the
above matrix computations can be efficiently made in practice.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

1) Datasets: We use diverse benchmark datasets, includ-
ing four single-view multi-instance multi-label datasets with
instance labels [43], [44], three single-instance multi-view
multi-label datasets [45], [46] and one real-world M3 data
[6], to evaluate the performance of our proposed M3AL. These
datasets are from different domains and with different scales,
and most of them are also used by compared methods. Table I
lists the details of these datasets. In this paper, we adopted a
unified view partition and bag transformation technique [37],
[47] to test all multi-view active learning methods (i.e., M3AL,
M2DAL [19] and MultiAL [20]). For the four single-view
datasets, we divide the original features of each bag into two
views by randomly selecting half features for one view and the
remaining features for the other view, to test multi-view based
solutions. We directly adopt the three multi-view datasets and
the multi-view multi-instance Isoform dataset for multi-view
active learning algorithms, while we concatenate feature views
of multi-view dataset into a single one for single-view active
learning methods.
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF EIGHT DATASETS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS. AVGBI IS
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF INSTANCES PER BAG, AVGBL IS THE AVERAGE

NUMBER OF LABELS PER BAG, AND V IS THE NUMBER OF VIEWS.

Dataset bag instance label avgBI avgBL V
Letter Frost 144 565 26 3.9 3.6 1
Letter Carroll 166 717 26 4.3 3.9 1
MSRC v2 591 1758 23 3.0 2.5 1
Birds 548 10232 13 18.7 2.1 1
Emotions 593 593 6 1.0 1.9 2
Yeast 2417 2417 14 1.0 4.2 2
Pascal 9963 9963 20 1.0 3.4 3
Isoform 2000 7907 50 4.0 3.9 2

2) Compared Methods: To investigate the performance of
the proposed M3AL, three experiments are designed. In the
first experiment, we compare M3AL against four representative
and related single-view MIML methods and two single-instance
MVML approaches to investigate the performance of M3AL
on single-view and multi-view settings, respectively. The
second experiment investigates the contribution of different
components of M3AL for measuring the uncertainty of bag-
label pairs. The third experiment studies the sensitivity of input
parameters of M3AL.

In the first experiment, we compare M3AL against MIML
and MVML approaches with different active learning strategies
as follows:
(i) MidSelect [13] is a single-view MIML method, it uses
MIMLSVM as the classifier by transforming the multiple
instances into a single one to select the most uncertain bag-
label pairs.
(ii) MIML-AL [12] targets to select the most valuable bag-
label pairs by exploiting diversity and uncertainty in both the
input and output spaces, and acquires more precise instance-
label relation from the oracle without extra cost.
(iii) CMAL [14] is another single-view MIML active learning
method, it selects the most uncertain example-label pair by
querying its most plausible positive instance-label pairs.
(iv) AGIN [15] is a single-view MIML solution also, it aims
at querying the bags with the highest informativeness score by
aggregating the informativeness scores of instances.
(v) Multi-view 2DAL (M2DAL) [19] is an MVML-based
active learning solution, it selects the most informative sample-
label pairs by combing the overall sample predictions across
multiple views based on the super-kernel fusion, and the intra-
view bag predictions based on min-max strategy.
(vi) MultiAL [20] is another MVML-based solution, it perform-
s multi-view active learning by unifying view-specific sample
uncertainty based on information entropy, and variance-based
shared uncertainty across multiple views.

The other input parameters of these compared methods are
configured as the authors suggested in the original papers
or shared codes, which are specified in Table S1 of the
Supplementary file. For a fair comparison, we use q one-vs-rest
SVM (implemented with LibSVM [41]) as the base classifier
for the evaluation of all compared methods, and adopt the
default input values of LibSVM for SVM.

To evaluate the effectiveness of M3AL, we adopt the
representative and widely used multi-label evaluation metric
Average Precision [12], [14], which aims to evaluate the average

fraction of labels ranked above a particular label. The formal
definition of Average Precision is as follows:

AP (f) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

1

|Yi|
∑

c1∈Yi

|{c2 ∈ Yi|rank(F (i, c2)) ≤ rank(f(i, c1))}|
rank(F (i, c1))

(13)

where n is the total number of bags, Yi is the label set of the
i-th bag. rank(F (i, ·)) represents the ranking function, which
sorts all the predicted labels of a bag in descending order by
F (i, ·) ∈ Rq. The larger the value of Average Precision, the
better the performance is.

B. Results Comparison with Other Methods

To explore the performance of M3AL, we randomly partition
samples of each dataset into a training set (70%) and a testing
set (30%). For the training set, we again randomly select 5%
samples as the initial labeled data (Dv

l ) and the remaining
as unlabeled data (Dv

u) for query. The above partitions are
independently repeated 10 times and Fig. 2 shows the average
results of compared methods on different datasets.

From results in these figures, we have the following obser-
vations:
(i) Multi-view vs. Single-view: M3AL outperforms single-
view MIML active learning solutions (AGIN, MIML-AL,
MidSelect and CMAL) across different types of datasets. This
fact suggests that M3AL can leverage the commonality and
individuality information of bags across views to select bag-
label pairs. In contrast, AGIN, MIML-AL, MidSelect and
CMAL can only use the complementary information of bags
by concatenating features. In addition, they mine the instance
information by directly using the instance-level predictions,
while M3AL aggregates various instance distributions of each
bag across multiple views to guide the selection of bag-label
pair for query. The performance margin between them indicates
the effectiveness of M3AL on exploring and employing instance
information for active learning on multi-view and multi-instance
data. For these two advantages, although M3AL and CMAL
adopt a similar bag-label uncertainty criterion, and both exploit
label correlations to query the bag-label pairs, M3AL still
significantly outperforms CMAL. In other words, CMAL
mainly explores the commonality information of multi-view
data by concatenating them and lacks a concrete use of instance
distributions. M3AL also gives a much better performance than
compared methods on the real M3 Isoform dataset. This fact
again confirms M3AL can effectively reduce the labeling costs
of complex M3 objects. The results of MIML-AL show some
fluctuation as the number of queries increase on several datasets,
and the possible reasons for such pattern is mainly caused by
two factors. MIML-AL uses the rank loss for the bag selection,
while the labels of these datasets are relatively sparse which
may cause misrepresentation of unexpected label information;
MIML-AL queries bag-label pairs based on the rank loss of
key instances of a bag, and the selection of key instances
also impacts the model performance in multi-instance setting,
especially for datasets with more average instances per bag. We
observe that MIML-AL manifests a reduced performance on
the real M3 dataset. The possible reason is that the data features
of Isoform objects are very sparse, which skew the ranking-loss
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Fig. 2. Average Precision of comparing methods and M3AL on different datasets.

based bag-label uncertainty quantification of MIML-AL, and
the selection of bag-label pairs. We empirically found that the
performance of MIML-AL starts to increase after querying
3000 bag-label pairs, and reaches the peak after 10000 queries.
(ii) Multi-instance vs. Single-instance: M2DAL, MultiAL and
M3AL all focus on multi-view multi-label data, while M2DAL
and MultiAL simple model each object as a single-instance.
M3AL manifests a better performance than these two MVML
active learning approaches across diverse datasets, especially
the MVML datasets. This fact reflects the advantage of M3AL
for querying complex M3 objects, and the effectiveness of
M3AL on capturing the instance distributions for bag-label
pairs selection. Besides, we also observe that all of these multi-
view based solutions can reach the peak faster than single-view
counterparts. This observation again shows the significance of
leveraging heterogeneous views of bags to reduce the labeling
costs of M3 objects. Both M2DAL and M3AL use the decision
hyper-planes, the commonality and individuality information to
quantify the uncertainty of objects, but M2DAL is outperformed
by M3AL. That is because M3AL additionally leverages the
label correlations and instance distributions, to define a more
informative bag-label pair selection criterion. M3AL considers
the multiplicity of active learning on M3 data, so it achieves a
better performance than these MIML-based and MVML-based
active learning methods on the Isoform dataset. In addition,
we find that multi-view algorithms (M2DAL, MultiAL and
M3AL) on the real Isoform dataset show large fluctuations in
the early queries. The possible reason is that the bag features
of this dataset in multiple views are too sparse to capture data
distribution. With the increase of labeled data, such situation
is alleviated. In contrast, MIML-based methods directly use
the concatenated bag features, thus they acquire a relatively

stable performance.
(iii) Object-label pair query vs. Object query: Unlike other
compared methods that select object-label pair for query, AGIN
selects the most uncertain object for query. We find AGIN
loses to compared methods in many cases. This confirms
the advantage of object-label query than object query for
multi-label active learning. Since AGIN considers the instance
distribution of complex objects, it can still obtain a better
performance than some of these compared methods.

To clearly present the results, Fig. 2 only plots the average
results of ten independent rounds. We additionally report
average results and standard deviation of ten independent
rounds in Table S2 of the Supplementary file. We observe
that these compared methods all have a small variance and
M3AL clearly performs better than other compared methods.
In addition, we additionally study the performance of M3AL
against these compared methods under a fixed number of
queries, and report the win/tie/loss ratios in Table S3 of the
Supplementary file. M3AL dominantly achieves a better (or
comparable) performance than any of these compared methods
under a fixed number of queries. Overall, these results not only
prove the effectiveness of M3AL on learning from single-view
MIML and single-instance MVML datasets, but also on the
more complex M3 dataset. In addition, these comparisons also
suggest the necessity of M3AL to leverage the commonality,
individuality and the instance distributions of bags across views.

C. Ablation Study of M3AL

We introduce four variants of M3AL for a comprehensive
ablation study to further investigate the contribution factors of
M3AL. These four variants are:
(i) M3AL(P) only considers the individuality ({Pv}Vv=1) to
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measure the uncertainty of bag-label pairs.
(ii) M3AL(S) only uses the shared information of bags (S) for
measuring the uncertainty of bag-label pairs.
(iii) M3AL(nDB) disregards the instance distributions DB(i)
of bags across different views, and only uses the commonality
and individuality to select bag-label pairs.
(iv) M3AL(nLC) does not use the label correlations (i.e.,
W(k, c)) for selecting bag-label pairs.
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Fig. 3. Average Precision of M3AL and its variants on Letter Frost, Letter
Carroll, Birds and Emotions datasets.

Fig. 3(a)-3(d) show the performance of these variants on
Letter Frost, Letter Carroll, Birds and Emotions datasets,
respectively. The experimental setting is fixed the same as
the previous subsection. From Fig. 3, we have the following
observations:
(i) The label correlations help to select informative bag-label
pairs and thus boost the performance of multi-label active
learning. This statement is confirmed by the performance
margin between M3AL and its variant M3AL(nLC), which
ignores the label correlations of multi-label bags. In addition,
we observe the margin is more obvious as the number of
queries increases, that is because label correlations become
more reliable as more objects queried.
(ii) Leveraging the commonality and individuality of multi-
view data can also improve the performance of active learning
on multi-view data. This observation is supported by the
fact that M3AL obtains a better performance than M3AL(P)
and M3AL(S), which separately exploit the individual and
shared information of multi-view data for selecting bag-label
pair for query. We find that M3AL(S) achieves a better
performance than M3AL(P), and that is because M3AL(S)
fuses the information from different data views, while M3AL(P)
does not have such a fusion, it judges a bag-label pair based
on the insufficient information of individual views only.

(iii) The instance distributions of bags within/across views
contribute to the selection of informative bags. This observation
can be clearly verified from the performance margin between
M3AL and M3AL(nDB), which does not consider the instance
distributions of bags.

Overall, these results not only prove the necessity to model
individual and shared information of multi-view data, the label
correlations of multi-label bags, and the instance distributions
of bags within/across views to handle the multiplicity of active
learning on M3 data, but also confirm the effectiveness of
M3AL on modeling these factors for effective active learning
on M3 data.

Due to the space limitation, the parameter sensitivity analysis
is given in the supplementary file.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper studies how to effectively perform active learning
on multi-view multi-instance multi-label objects, which is a
practical, challenging, important but largely untouched topic.
The proposed M3AL firstly learns the shared and individual
information of bags across multiple views. Next, it designs
a new query strategy combining the shared and individual
information, and the instance distributions of bags to select
the most informative bag-label pairs across multiple views for
query. Experimental studies show the effectiveness of M3AL
on learning from M3 objects with reduced query cost while
maintaining a better performance. In the future, we will study
more effective query strategies for selecting the informative
bag-label (instance-label) pairs across multiple views, and
mining nonlinear correlations between views by deep neural
networks. The codes and datasets of M3AL are shared at
mlda.swu.edu.cn/codes.php?name=M3AL.
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